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Tips for women to find the right clothing for their body type to enhance the beautiful woman

that you are already!



How to Dress for Your Body TypeByTaneshia Rogers
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Your Body Type” is meant to serve as a comprehensive collection of strategies that the author

of this eBook has done research about. Summaries, strategies, tips and tricks are only

recommendation by the author, and reading this eBook will not guarantee that one’s results will

exactly mirror the author’s results. The author of the eBook has made all reasonable effort to

provide current and accurate information for the readers of the eBook. The author and it’s

associates will not be held liable for any unintentional error or omissions that may be found.
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Dressing Right for your Body TypeKnowing how to dress to flatter your body type, as well as

what styles to avoid are essential to establishing your individual style and personality in

clothing. The key to buying and wearing good clothes is fitting the clothes in the shape of your

body. If the clothes are cut well, cover and fall correctly on you, that means that it fits you well

and will make you stand out. Otherwise, even the most expensive item of clothing will be a

waste.To look good and feel good, determine your body type, body shape, and skin color and

see what suits you best. Selecting the right type of fabric with proper textures will also help

determine what suits you.For the slightly chubby:Avoid horizontal and diagonal stripes. Instead,

focus on vertical stripes for shirts and pants, which give an illusion of elongation and make you

look slimmer.Avoid double vented jackets - these are jackets with two openings in the back and

should be avoided if one has a large back, which must be covered. To cover a wide back and

highlight your body shape, a single vented or non-vented jacket is preferred.Buy clothes that fit

you well: don’t wear very tight clothes as it will only accentuate your sagging. On the other

hand, excessively large sizes will make you look bigger and fatter than you already are. So the

key is to wear clothing that rubs against your body shape and looks good on you.Color

Coordination: To look slimmer than you really are, try wearing shirts and pants of the same or

similar color instead of contrasts. Gives a cleaner visual appearance leading to a slimmer

effect.For the slightly heavier individualAvoid turtlenecks and opt for sweaters, open v-neck

shirts, and long-sleeved blouses.Avoid large, busy prints, which always emphasize the top and

front by drawing attention to the breadth of their size.Wearing a belt will reduce your waist and



make you look slimmerFor tall and slimWear horizontal striped shirts and pants, which will help

add volume to your body. Additionally, a solid and unique stripe across the chest will give the

appearance of wider shoulders and flatter your torso.Avoid monochrome colors, which make

you look slimmer than you are. Vivid colors and contrasts fill your body.Wear tight clothing: slim

fit shirts combined with good layering technique will accentuate your physique and body

shapeFor the short womanChoose light colors - white, cream, beige, light blue, and gray add

volume and make it look bigger than it is.Avoid skinny and skinny jeansWear high-heeled,

square-toed shoes to look bigger and taller. The pant leg should be long enough to cover the

heel, making you appear taller than normal.
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